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ABSTRACT 
Parent -Adolescent Communication and 
Ado 1 escents' Sexual Intent ions 
by 
Julie A. Bullen, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1992 
Major Professor: Dr . Brent C. Miller 
Department : Family and Human Development 
vi i 
This study investigated the quality and quantity of sexual 
communication between teens and parents in relation to the teens' sexual 
intentions. Perceptions about communication were examined of parents and 
adol escents of both genders separately. Both same- and cross-gender 
effects of parental communi cat i on on adolescent sexual intent ions were 
explored . Approxi mate 1 y 290 fami 1 i es (target teen and parent) were 
measured in pre- and posttests. Parents perceived higher quality 
communication with teens than teens did, but not necessarily more frequent 
sexual communication. As teens' perceptions of quality of communication 
with mother and father went up, teens' sexual intentions went down. The 
higher sons' intent i on toward early sexual i nvo 1 vement, the more often 
sons perceived that their parents talked with them about sexual issues. 
Daughters who perceived more sexua l communication with parents at Time 1 
reported higher sexual intentions at Time 2. Fathers perceived that as 
qua lity and frequency of communication with daughter went up, the 
vi i i 
daughter's sexual intentions also went up. Fathers perceived that as 
frequency of communication with all teens went up, the teen's sexual 
intentions also went up. Mothers perceived that the higher the quality of 
communication with sons at Time 1, the higher the sexual intentions among 
sons at Time 2. The more often mothers perceived that their daughters 
talked with them about sexual issues at Time 1, the higher the daughters' 
intention toward early sexual involvement at Time 2. The more the 
di screpancy between teens and fathers and mothers about communicat i on 
quality, the more the adolescents' intention toward early sexual 
i nvo 1 vement. 
(57 pages) 
Problem Statement 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Young teens and their parents often have problems talking about sex. 
Many parents don't feel knowledgeable about sexual topics, and some feel 
inadequate expressing their views of sexuality. For teens, some sexual 
topics may be harder than others to communicate about with parents. Peer 
pressure becomes stronger during adolescence, and some young teens would 
rather communicate with and be similar to peers rather than their parents . 
Young teens go through physical and emotional changes which may hamper 
communication between them and their parents. Parents' and adolescents' 
perceptions about communication are different. There may be more negative 
interactions between young teens and their parents than positive ones . 
Confl ict between teens and parents sometimes occurs because of early 
sexual behavior, placing teens at greater risk of pregnancy or sex ually 
transmitted diseases (STDS) . 
Rationale 
Parents are adolescents' earliest models of sexuality, and they 
communicate with their children about sex and sexual values indirectly and 
nonverbally (Fox , 1981). A majority of teenagers prefer their parents as 
counselors and sources of sex information, though many report they have 
never been given advice concerning sex by either parent (Gordon et al., 
1979) . Reasons parents are reluctant to discuss sexual issues with their 
teen age ch i 1 dren include: most parents lack role models from their 
parents about how to teach sexuality; they often perceive themselves to be 
uninformed about sexuality and may be confused about the sexual values 
they wi sh to communicate to their adolescents (Roberts, !line, & Gagon, 
1981) . 
Studies indicate both parents and adolescents believe they should be 
talking about sexuality, but parents are extremely uncomfortable doing so 
(Alter, Baxter, Cook, Kirby, & Wilson , 1982). In a national survey, 80% 
of parents agreed that it was their responsibil ity to provide sex 
education to their adolescents. Yet, the same percentage also acknowledge 
that parents need more training to do so (General Mills, Inc., 1979) . 
Some research suggests that increased communication between parents 
and chi ldren may reduce irresponsible adolescent sexual behavior (The 
Center for Population Options, 1984). A number of studies indicate that 
parental communication about sex may postpone a child's sexual activity 
and increase the likelihood that he/she will not engage in adolescent 
sexua l intercourse (Fox, 1981; Spanier, 1977). In a 1977 survey, 
daughters who did not receive early education about menstruation and 
sex ual activity from their family were found to be more likely to become 
pregnant during adolescence (Goldfarb, 1977) . 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to correlate the quality and quantity 
of sexual communication between teens and parents to the teens' sexual 
intentions. This study was based on the premise that communication with 
parents would be related to teens' sexual intentions and behavior . The 
effect of parents' communication on adolescent behavior cannot be examined 
by asking just the teen to report about them because young adolescents do 
not necessarily hear or retain what their parents bel ieve they are 
communicating (Newcomer & Udry, 1985) . The proposed study exami ned 
percept i ons about communication of both parents and adolescents of both 
genders. Thus , it wa s possible to examine both same- and cross-gender 
effects of parental communication on adole scent sexual intentions. 
Theoret i ca 1 Framework 
The theoretical model i s taken from We instei n and Thornton (1989). 
Parent-adolescent communication and the quality of parent-adolescent 
relations facil itate the transmission of parental values to children. 
Children who report good relations with their parents are more likely to 
have att it udes and act in concert wi th thei r parents' attitudes than 
children with a more di stant relationship . 
Systems theory explains how communication in families relates to 
behavior. Systems theory conceptualizes the relationship system and the 
funct i on i ng pos i t ions of the people who compri se the system. Systems 
t hink ing doe s not look for the cause of a particular behavior within the 
individual; but, rather, t he system reflects a disturbance in the balance 
of emotional forces in that individual's important relationship systems, 
most particularly the family system (Kerr, 1981). 
Theoretical Definitions 
Qua 1 ity in tal ki ng about sexual topi cs was defi ned as how eas il y, 
comfortabl y, and openly parents and children are able to talk about 
sexua 1 ity. Quant ity in talking about sex ual topi cs wa s defi ned as how 
often teens and parents have tal ked about a variety of sexual topics . 
Sexua 1 intent ions were defi ned as future plans or 1 i ke 1 i hood that the 
teens will have sexual intercourse before they get married under various 
conditions . Included in sexua l intentions wa s how likely teens thought 
that in the next year they would have sex ual intercourse, how mu ch they 
would l ike or dislike it , and if they intended to have sex. 
Su mmary 
This study was conducted to more carefully examine how quality and 
quantity of parent-child communication about sexual topics is related to 
ado 1 escent sexual intent ions. Ideally, both parents' and children's 
reports of their communication would be studied over time . Further, same-
and opposite-sex parent-child communication dyads will be analyzed 
separately. These specific features are incorporated into the study of 
associations between quality and quantity of parent-child communication, 
and adolescents ' intent ions regard i ng sexual intercourse. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
It may be that the problem of unpl anned pregnancy and unwanted 
children is, in part, a consequence of failure to maintain adequate 
commu nication with significant others (Schinke, Gilchrist, & Blythe, 
1980) . Adolescents are more likely to have intercourse if they perceive 
themselves to be in poor communication with their parents (Darl ing & 
Hicks, 1982). Most of the research on these issues has focused on the 
mother-daughter relationship. 
Mothers and Daughters 
Many studies have shown that the closeness of the mother-daughter or 
parent-daughter relationship is related to girls having later sexual 
intercourse. Mothers are much more sal i ent sources of i nformat i on for 
daughters than for sons (Walters & Walters, 1983). In general, the fewer 
the topics discussed with parents, the more I ikely adolescents were to 
have had intercourse and promi scuous sex ual experiences (Wal ters & 
Walters, 1983). The greater the number of sexual topics discussed by 
parents, the less likely were the children in their adolescent and young 
adult years to engage in coitus (Darl ing & Hicks, 1982). Darl ing and 
Hicks (1982) found that the relationship between postponing sexual 
intercourse and discussion s with parents was true for daughters only. 
There seems to be a di rect corre lation between the relationship of the 
mother and daughter and the daughter's sexual abstinence. Daughters whose 
mothers said they had taught them things about sex were found to be 
significantly less likely to have initiated intercourse than were 
daughters whos e mothers made no such report (Newcomer & Udry , 1985). 
Daughters were more 1 ikely to hold attitudes and behave in a ma nner 
consistent with their mothers' own attitudes than adolescents with more 
distant relations (Weinstein & Thornton, 1989). Parents who were the main 
so urce of sex education for thei r adolescents appeared to have been 
effective in deterring coitus, especially in the case of daughters 
(Darl ing & Hicks, 1982). 
Seventh graders who waited to have sex reported a greater likelihood 
of talking to mothers than did the 7th graders who had their first 
intercourse in 8th grade (Chewning et al., 1986) . The same pattern was 
true for adolescents in grades 9 through 11 . Daughters seem to feel more 
comfortable communicating with their mothers than sons are communicating 
with their fathers. Alt~ough we don't kno" 3S much about the father-son 
dyad, some studies have explored their relationship. 
Fathers and Sons 
Fox (1981) stated that there is a need to know more about the role of 
fathers and their direct invol vement in the sexual soc ial ization of 
ch i 1 dren . Kahn, Smith, and Roberts (1984) found that although increased 
communication with the mother was associated with a lower likelihood of 
sex, sons who discussed sexua l topics with their fathers were more likely 
to have had premarital intercourse. In the Chewning study, there wa sn' t 
a difference between virgins and nonvirgins about whether sons had talked 
to parents. There were few differences between virgins and nonvirgins in 
tal king to a father about a sexua l concern (Chewning et al ., 1986). 
Darl ing and Hicks (1982) pOinted out that explaining sexual behavior, 
love, and sex satis faction with son s wa s associated with higher sexual 
act i vity. It is not clear whether sons who commun icated with their 
parents were more likely to use con traception or whether they were less 
exploitive in initiating sex ual encounters than sons who communicated les s 
with parents. 
Trad i tiona 1 Parents 
Moore, Simms, and Betsey (1986) found that daughters of traditional 
parents who had communicated about sex were less likel y to have had sex 
than daughters of more 1 i bera 1 parents or daughters of conservat i ve 
parent s who had not communicated about sex. Adolescents were more likely 
to have intercourse if their mothers held nontraditional attitudes. When 
parents were the main source of sex education, the adolescents tended to 
follow more traditional norms in their premarital sexual relationships 
(Darl ing & Hicks, 1982) . Daughters of traditional parent s who had 
communi cated with them about sex or about television were found to be less 
1 ike 1 y to have had intercourse. Traditional values and effective 
communication practices of parents are related to lower rates of sexual 
activity, at least among female adolescents (Moore , Peterson, & 
Furstenberg, 1986). 
The Differences Between Males and Females 
in the Socialization of Sex Issues 
Indirect discussion and sexual activity . Indirect dis cus sion of 
decisions, listening, and comments on the behavior of other people is 
related to lower sexual activity among teens (Kahn et al ., 1984) . Among 
sons, if parents just l isten to them and discuss decisions , that kind of 
communication is related to a lower probability of sexual activity . The 
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disc uss i on of sex i ss ue s is ass ociated wi th a greater l i kelihood tha t son s 
we re sexuall y experienced (Ka hn et al . , 1984) . In interviews between 
tee nage daughters and thei r mo th er s , the indirect nature of parental 
comm uni cati on through di scuss i ons of, and comments on , the behavior of 
ot her peopl e wa s important. Mothers began their communication with di rect 
transmission of sex information . Then a second level occurred where the 
communication between mother and daughter became a mutual discussion. In 
the third level, both father s and mothers discussed sexual issues. 
Fathers were onl y comfortable talking in an indirect way to their 
daughters about sex (Hepburn , 1983) . 
Sexual activity difference s . D'andrade (1974), as cited in Darling 
and Hicks (1982), suggested that males tend to be more sexually active, 
while females appear to be more sexually restricted. Fema l es tend to be 
more inhibited by sexual re strictions than are males . Neither po s itive 
sexual me ssages (including parental frequency of sexual discus s ion, 
liberality of parental sexual views , and the parental me s sage "sex is a 
positive experience") nor negative sexual me ss ages (including the parental 
messages "sex is a dangerous experience " and "sex is a dirty experience") 
had an influence on the involvement of females in coitus . 
By contrast, sexual involvement for males was positively and directly 
influenced by both positive and negative sexual messages; this finding 
suggests that any sexual message or discussion, pro or con, influences or 
encourages the sexual involvement of males . Sons, like daughters, are 
told not to become sexually involved; sons are also told to be independent 
of the attitudes of others . Sons feel more comfortable forming their own 
attitudes about sex even though they may differ from others. 
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Communication differences between males and femal es. Females were 
reported to relate to sexuality in more soc ial ways, suggesting 
communication is more important for them than males (Darl ing & Hicks, 
1982) . Male s tend to focus on the biological aspects of sexuality. On 
average, females take the fir st step in language acquisition earlier than 
males (Maccoby, 1980) . Males also outnumber females in remedial reading 
classes by a ratio of at least four to one, suggesting that male s may 
s imp 1 y be slower to deve lop the necess ary competenc i es in us i ng and 
unders tand i ng 1 anguage. These sex differences in 1 anguage coul d be 
related to boys' and girls' communication differences with their parents 
or the oppo site sex. Adolescent s' abil ity to communicate with others 
helps them so that their sexual feelings can be more refined. 
Discrepancies Between Parent s and 
Adolescent s About Communication 
In the exploratory que st ionnaires by Fisher, adolescents reported 
si gnificantly less communi cation than did parents. This suggests that the 
parents' messages were not as clear as parents believed (Fisher, 1985) . 
Kahn et al . (1984) also reported that teenagers consistently reported less 
sexual communication than their parent s. Perhaps parent s over-report 
communication with their adolescents. Newcomer and Udry (1985) suggested 
that young adolescents do not necessarily hear or retain what their 
parents believe they have communicated. 
Misperceptions that parents and youth have about each others' 
attitudes and behaviors discourage parent-youth communication about sex . 
Parents appear to overestimate the qual ity of knowledge held by their 
adolescents (Walters & Walters, 1983) . Parents often do not have age-
appropriate knowledge of their adolescents, they are not very specific in 
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what they say about sex to teens, and parents don't understand what teens' 
attitudes really are. Parents tend to be unaware that before age 12, 
cognitive processes are not adequate to the task of comprehending sexual 
processes that cannot be seen (Walters & Walters, 1983). Parents may 
assume their adolescent has retained earl ier communication when , in 
reality, he/she has not. Perhaps parents are not very specific in what 
they say to the i r adolescents about sex when the ch i 1 dren are young 
teenagers (Newcomer & Udry, 1985). 
What adolescents think t heir parents believe and say about sex does 
not agree wi th what the parents report (Newcomer & Udry, 1985). Teenagers 
are frequently ignorant of their parents ' attitudes toward sex-related 
issues, and parents and teenagers frequently disagree about the kinds of 
sex-related conversations they have had. Adolescents are most likely to 
be co rrect in percept ions of thei r parents' att itudes about sexual 
intercourse (Walters & Walters, 1983). An exploratory study suggests that 
more responsible sexual behavior among adolescents who can talk to their 
parents about sex may be a function of the similarity in sexual attitudes 
between these late adolescents and their parents (Fisher, 1985). 
Weinstein and Thornton (1989) used five measures; four were based on 
the adol escent' s report and one was based on the mother's report. 
Weinstein and Thornton (1989) argue that the adolescent knows how much 
information he or she withholds from the parent, that the adolescent feels 
less social pressure to report having good relations in the interviews 
with the mothers, and the adolescent's perception of the relation is most 
likely to influence his or her conformity with the mother's expectations. 
The key studies linking parent-adolescent communication and relationships 
are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table I 
Key Studi es Linking Parent ing Commun icati on with Adolescent Sexual 
Behavior 
------ -----------
Author/ Yu r 
Fl Sll~r (1985) 3S 12-14 yun Young .I.dolescents .irrored their lurents' Ill.tudes . Middle 
41 IS-II yurs adolescents had Htitudes thil .. ere unrelated to thOSI! of lIle;r 
S9 18-20 run ".rents but ~re influenced by the lIeer group . lHer ,dolesunts 
[I<:h .doles.::ent chOHOntp.!.renl hJd btfjun forgm9.n identIty thH ,ncorpor.l.tl!d theirpirenU' 
stxu.1 values only ,f they hid p.renls whO discuHed HPects of 
seJull, ly .. \ththell, ParentsCiin influence tneirChildren's 
vilues by discuHlng Hptels of hUlun sl!Xullity " ith thell 
Moore. flttenon, & Furstenberg (1986) LIttle suppor t for hypo the sis thH parent comuni cHlon 
Newconoer .\\J(jry(1985) 
lIeil'lstein5 lhornton (l989) 
112 mil es d;scounges preru.rital sex. However, when s .... ple plrtltloned bned 
"hite 15-16 yun on pirenl~' tr"dilional 'l lI lue~, d~ugllter~ of tr~ditionlll pilrents 
frOlll 1981 Hit\ onil Survey of uel'ls who hive Cl)llllluniciUd about su ~re 1eB likely to hIve hid 
lOSfIIOlhtr!sonp.oin 
110~ther/diugllter".:rs 
.. Il,te 11- to 16-yur-olds 
_-childplirs 
'62 , '63 , ' 66, '7), '80 
personal inlervielOw lth 
~ • 888 
Pllrenllll Htltude tow~rd lIc!olesctnt su il'ld puent-chi1(1 
whose IIIltl'ien reportl!d theydiscussll'd su . ithdllughters less 
likely to s\lbsequel'ltly initiilte coitus 
Child ren . ith close relitions with their IIIltners lO erellllre li kely 
to hilve Htitudes lind behiIVior consiHent with tlleirllllthers' 
altitudes than children lO ith distant rehtions 
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Hyoot he ses 
Ba sed on t he rev iew of re la ted lite r ature , several hypotheses can be 
sta ted to be (re)tested in t he data which are available for this study . 
I. Parents will repor t higher 9J!ill1y sexual communication than 
t een s. 
2. Parents will report more frequent sexual communication than 
teen s. 
3. The higher the quality of sexual communication with father, as 
perceived by the teen, the l ower a teen's intentions toward early sexual 
involvement. 
4. The higher the quality of sexual communi cat i on with mother , as 
oerceived by the teen , the lower a teen's intentions toward early sexual 
involvement. 
5. The more often teens perceive that their parents talk with them 
about sexual issues, the lower the t een's intention toward early sexual 
i nvo 1 vement. 
6. The higher the qual ity of sexual communication with teen, as 
perceived by the father, the l ower a teen's intentions toward early sexual 
involvement. 
7. The more often father s perceive that their teens talk with them 
about sexual issues, the lower the teen's intention toward early sexual 
involvement . 
8. The higher the qual ity of sexual communication with teen, as 
perceived by the mother, the lower a teen's intentions toward early sexual 
involvement. 
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9. The more often mothers perceive that their teens talk with them 
about sexual is sues, the lower the teen's intention toward early sex ual 
i nvol vement. 
10. The more the di scre pancy between father-teen perceptions of 
communication ~, the more the teen's intention toward early sexual 
involvement. 
11. The more the dis cre pan cy between mother-teen perceptions of 
communication ~, the more the teen's intention toward early sexual 
i nvo 1 vement. 
CHAPTER I I I 
METHODS 
14 
This research was based on portions of the questionnaire data 
collec ted from parents and adolescents (tl = 546 families) in the Facts & 
Feel ings project conducted in three counties in northern Utah. The 
purpose of Facts & Feel ings is to help parents communicate with their 
adolescents about remaining sex ually abstinent while they are adolescents. 
Facts & Feelings produced and dis semi nated video and print material s that 
help parents encourage their adolescent children to delay having sexua l 
intercourse. As part of the Fact s & Feel i ngs eva 1 uat i on, background 
information, educational issues, religion, dating, knowledge of 
reproduction, parent-child communication, maturation, behavior , 
intentions, skills, peer sexual involvement, and abstinent values were 
measured in pre- and postte sts and in a one-year follow-up survey. 
Sample 
The Facts & Feelings volunteer sample of parents and adolescents was 
obtained in several stages. School districts first were identified in 
which school administrators agreed to provide names and addresses of 7th 
and 8th grade students. Students in these grades were thought to be in 
the age range of 12-14 years old, for which the Facts & Feelings materials 
were considered most appropriate. 
After student names and addresses had been obtained, a cover letter 
explaining the project was sent to parents of all 7th and 8th graders in 
Ogden, Box Elder, Cache, and Logan School Districts . Over 590 famil ies 
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returned an i nte rest form, indi cating their wil ling nes s to be i ncluded in 
th e st udy. 
The proposed study used only the control family data from the Fact s 
& Feeli ngs st udy because an experimental intervention occurred for other 
families in the larger project, and this could have influenced the 
communication and sexual intentions of participants. Surveys we re 
completed in control families by 290 adolescents (140 males, 150 females) 
and , in most cases , both parent s (280 moms, 265 dads) in January 1991. 
Most of these families also completed surveys in April 1991 . 
On the average, fathers were about age 41 , mothers age 39, and 
children about age 13, as shown in Table 2, when they completed the first 
survey in January 1991. The respondents were over 90% white and over 80% 
Mormon . In terms of parents' education, 55.6% of fathers had graduated 
frem callege compared to 37 .9% of mothers . More fathprs (83%) were in 
thei r fi rst marri age than were mothers (73%). Both parents and teens 
thought education after high schoo l was quite important, but parents' 
hopes for their child 's education were slightly higher (5.2) than 
chil dren'S plans (4 .9). Fathers, mothers, and sons showed similar 
attendance at rel igious services (about once a week), but parents rated 
religion as being somewhat more important than teens did . 
Design 
The de sign for this study, us ing Fact s & Feelings data, was based on 
a cross-l agged panel corre 1 at i on model, with both ado 1 escent and pa rent 
data coming from the January 1991 pretest and April 1991 posttest. The 
underlying assumption with cross- lagged panel corre l ation i s that if one 
variable causes the other, the first (quality and quantity of parent-child 
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Table 2 
DescriRtive Character is ti cs of the SamRle 
Father Mother Sons Daughters 
Variable (!:l = 241 ) (tl = 281) (tl = 135) (!:l = 148) 
Age 41. 06 39.06 12.91 12.97 
Race (% white) 95 .9 92.5 92 .4 91.1 
Co llege graduate (% ) 55.6 37.9 NA NA 
First marriage (%) 83 .5 72 .9 NA NA 
Hours worked 45.42 31.00 NA NA 
Parents ' educational 
hope / Teens' plans 5. 27 5.28 4.91 4.93 
Educat i ana 1 importance 4. 58 4.65 4.49 4. 49 
Religious importance / 
Teens 4.33 4. 49 4. 00 4. 11 
Religious attendance 3. 91 3. 97 3.96 4. 14 
Mormon (%)/Teens 83 .9 83.3 86.7 84.5 
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comm un ication) should be more strongl y related to the second (teen sexual 
intention s ) l ater in ti me than when the second (effect) variable is 
me asured at the same time as the fir st (cause). The cross-lagged design 
meas ure s several variabl es over time and, on the bas is of the si ze and 
direction of the correlations, suggests what leads to what (Elmes, 
Kan towitz, & Roediger III, 1989). Figure I shows the design for this 
study . 
Measurement 
Table 3 lists all of the specific i tems used to measure teens' sexual 
intentions. The intention items were asked of teens in January and April 
1991. Two measures of adol escents' sex ual intent ions were created. The 
first measure of intentions defined the time frame (Items 1- 5) as "before 
you get married" (abbreviated to INTWILL in Figure I), whereas the second 
measure wa s specific to intentions "in the next year" (INTNXYR) . 
Respon ses ranged on a five-point sca le from "sure I won't" to "I'm sure I 
will . " Table 3 shows the i tem-to tal corre l ations and alpha reliability 
coefficients for these sca les. Both measures of adolescent sexua l 
intentions before marriage and in the next year were highly reliable 
(alpha coefficients of . 94 and .85, respectively). 
Table 4 shows that the quality -of-communication items were asked in 
a general way, with no specific time frame . Responses were given on a 
five-point Likert-type "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree" format . A 
total of four scores was constructed, two about mother-adolescent 
communication qual ity from the standpoint of mother (MQUAL) and teen 
(TQUAL) and two about father-adol escent communication quality as viewed by 
both father (FQUAL) and teen (TQUAL). 
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Time 1 Time 2 
January 1991 April 1991 
Parent-chi ld communication ________ Parent-chi ld communi cat ion 
TQUALFI 
TQUALMI 
TFREQI 
FQUAll 
FFREQI 
MQUALl 
MFREQI 
FTQD 
MTQD 
TQUALF2 
TQUALM2 
TFREQ2 
FQUAL2 
FFREQ2 
MQUAL2 
MFREQ2 
Adol escent sexua l intent i ons _ _ _____ Adol escent sexual intentions 
INTWI Lll 
INTNXYRI 
Figure 1. 
INTWILL2 
INTNXYR2 
Cross-l agged panel design for studying parent-child 
communication and adolescent sexual intentions. 
Table 3 
Composite Mea sure s of Teen Sexual Intentions 
SPSS variable 
Survey quest i on 
Intentions Before Marriage (INTWIlll) 
TI INTI 
TI INT2 
TI INTJ 
TI INT4 
TI INT5 
I. Do you think that you will have sexual intercourse before you get married? 
2 . 00 you think that you will have sexual intercourse if you become engaged? 
3. 00 you think that you will have sexual intercourse before you are married if you are in love? 
4. Do you think that you will have sexual intercourse before you are married if your boyfriend 
l'!!!lll..ll? 
5. 00 you think that you will have sexual intercourse before you are married if all of your friends 
are hay; n9 sex? 
Intent; ons Next Year (INTNXYRI) 
TIINT6 1. How likely ;s it that you will have sexual intercourse in the next year? 
TIINT7 2. How would you feel about having sexual intercours e in the next year ? 
TI INT8 3. 00 you intend to have sexual intercourse in the next year? 
Item- tota 1 Coe ffi cient 
correlation alpha 
.94 
.88 
.85 
.84 
. 82 
. 79 
. 85 
. 69 
.64 
. 72 
:;:; 
Table 4 
Compo s ite Mea sures of Teen Communication Quality 
SPSS variable Survey ques tion name 
Quality of Commun ication: Fathers (FQUALl) 
Fl CGHI 1. I f ee l that my child can come to me wi th concerns or questions about sex. 
Fl COH6 2. Wh en I talk. with my chUd about sex, f am unde r st anding and caring about hi s/her feeling s. 
Quality of Communication: Mothers (MQUAll) 
MI COHI 1. I feel that my child can come to me with conce rn s or question s about sex. 
HlCOH6 2 . When I talk with my child about sex, I am unde rstand i ng and caring about his/her feeling s. 
Qual ity of COTmlunication : Teen/Fathers (TQUAlFl) 
TlCOMZ 
TlCOMIO 
1. I can to my father when I have concerns or quest ions about sex. 
2. Wh en my father talks with me about sex, he understands me and cares about my feelings . 
Quality of Communication: Teen/Mothers (TQUAlMl) 
TlCOMI 1. I can go to my mother when I have concerns or Questions about sex. 
TlCOM9 2. When my mother talk.s with me about sex, she unders tands me and ca res about my feel jngs. 
Item- lotal 
con-clat ion 
.33 
.JJ 
.28 
.28 
.57 
.57 
. 47 
.47 
Coefficient 
alpha 
50 
. 44 
.73 
.64 
N 
o 
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The composite measures of communication quality were based on factor 
sc aling and reliability analyses . Of the commun ication-qual ity items 
asked in the survey, only the two items reflecting parents' openness ("I 
can go to my mother / father") and understanding ("understands me and cares 
about my feelings") appeared to reflect quality of parent-child 
communication. Consequently, these two items were combined to form a two-
item compos i te measure of teen communicat i on quality with mother (TQUALM), 
and the same items were used to form a similar composite for teen-father 
communication qual ity (TQUALF). Two parallel measures were constructed 
from the questionnaire data of fathers and mothers . Table 4 shows that 
the two communication quality items were more highly correlated in the 
teen data (r = .57 and . 47) than in the parent data (r = .33 and .28 for 
fat her s and mothers,respectively.) 
Three composite measures (one each from the standpoint of mother, 
father, and ch i 1 d) of the guant ity of parent adolescent commun i ca t i on 
about sexua l topics were constructed from the 12 frequency items ("how 
often") shown in Table 5 (MFREQ, FFREQ, TFREQ). It is important to note 
that the frequency items were set "i n the last three months" time frame 
but were not specific to which parent. Response alternatives ranged from 
"no talking" to talking about each issue four or more times. Table 5 
shows that there were high item-total correl ations (generally .6 to . 7) 
and high alpha coefficients (above .90) on this 12-item composite measure. 
Two measures (one each from the standpOint of father and mother) of 
the discrepancy of perception s about communication quality of parent-
adolescent communication about sexual topics were constructed by 
calculating the difference between the father-teen and mother-teen scores. 
Tab 1 e 5 
Compo s ite Mea sure s of Teen Communication Frequency 
SPSS variable 
Survey quest ; on 
Frequ ency Sexua 1 COMun icaU on: Father (FFREQl) 
FlCOMll 
F1COM12 
F1COM13 
F1 COM1 4 
F1 COM15 
fI COllI 6 
Fl COlI 1 7 
FlCOII18 
Fl COllI 9 
FlCCM20 
FlC0II21 
FlCCM22 
FlC0II23 
FlCOM24 
1. What is appropriate in dat ing and sexual behavior. 
2. What you think about teenagers having sex. 
3. What your child's fri end s think. abou t t eenagers having sex. 
4 . Your ch 11 d' s gues t i cns about sex. 
5. Reasons why your child shou ldn ' t have sex at hi s/her age. 
6 . How your child's life would change if he/she became a father or mother whil e a t eenager . 
7. Sexually transmi tted di seases. 
8 . Why it is best for adolescents to remain sexually @st inent (not have sexual intercourse). 
9. Reproduction (how babies are made). 
10. Media messages about sex (in popular s ongs, movies , TV, etc.). 
11. Physical/sexual development (nocturnal emissions, menstruation , increased inte rest in opposite 
sex, etc.) . 
12 . How to handle sexual press ures (how to say -no"). 
13 . How my child's future marriage partner might feel if he/ she had been sexually active as a 
teenager. 
14 . What others mi9ht th i nk. of my child if he /s he became sexually active. 
I tern- tota 1 Coefficient 
correlation alpha 
.93 
.68 
.71 
. 67 
.69 
.80 
.66 
. 69 
. 79 
.63 
. 55 
.72 
. 70 
.65 
. 67 
(table continues) N N 
SPSS variable 
name 
Survey quest i{ln 
Frequency Sexua l COlmluni cation : Mother (MFREQI) 
H1eDH11 I. 
H1 COH1 2 2. 
H1 COM13 3. 
M1COH14 4. 
H1 COH15 5. 
M1COH1 6 6. 
H1 Co.~17 7. 
H1COH1S S. 
H1COH19 9 . 
M1COH20 10 . 
M1COH21 I!. 
H1 COH22 12 . 
H1COH23 13 . 
H1 CCH24 14. 
What is appropriate in dating and sexua l behavior. 
What you think about teenagers having sex. 
What your child 's friends t hink about teenagers having sex. 
Your chi ld's ouestions about sex. 
Reasons why your child shouldn 't have sex at thei r age. 
How your child's life would change if they became a -father or mo ther while a teenager. 
Sexua lly transmitted di seases. 
Why it is best for adolescents to rema i n sexually abst i nent (not have sexual in tercourse). 
Reproductjon (how babies are made). 
Media messages about sex (in popular songs, movies , TV, etc.). 
Physical/sexual development (nocturnal efllissions, menstruation, i ncreased interest i n oppOSite 
sex, etc.). 
How to handle sexual press ures (hOW to say "no"). 
How my child's future marriage partne r might feel if he /she had been sexually active as a 
teenager . 
What others might think of my child if he/ she became sexually active. 
Item- total Coefficient 
correlation alpha 
.62 
.73 
.64 
.72 
.77 
.63 
.64 
.74 
.61 
.47 
.55 
.70 
.49 
.55 
.92 
(table continues) N W 
SPSS variable 
name Survey ques t ion 
Frequency Sexual Communication: Teen (TlFREQ) 
T1COMII 
T1COMI2 
TI COM 13 
T1COMI4 
T1COMI5 
T1COMI6 
Tl COM 17 
TlCOMI8 
TlCOMI9 
TlCOM20 
TlCOM21 
TlCOM22 
TlCOM23 
TlCOM24 
TlCOM25 
1. What i~ appropriate in dating and sexu al behavior. 
2. What my mother thinks about teenagers having sex. 
3. Wha t my father thinks about teenagers having sex. 
4. Wha t my friends think about teenager s having sex. 
5. My questions about sex. 
6 . Reasons why I shouldn't have sexua l intercourse at my age. 
7. How my life would change if [ became a father or mother whil e I ' m a teenager . 
S . Sexually transmitted ~. 
9 . Why it is best for teenagers to rellain sexually abstinent (not have sexual intercourse) . 
10 . Reproduction (how babi es are made) . 
11 . Media ~ about sex (in popu lar songs. movies, TV, etc.). 
12. Phys ica 1/ sexua I deve 1 opment (wet dreams. menstruat i on. increased interest in oppos i te sex, etc.). 
13. How to handle sexual pressures (how to say "no"). 
14 . How my future marriage partner might feel if I had been sexually act ive as a teenager . 
15. What others might think of me if I became sexually a~ tive. 
Item- total Coeffi cient 
correlation alpha 
.62 
.61 
.50 
. 49 
.62 
.14 
.)) 
.69 
· 75 
· 70 
.51 
.52 
. 63 
.65 
· 70 
.91 
N 
.". 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
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Analysis proceeded in three stages: first, hypotheses were te sted 
separately with data reported by teens; second, with data reported by 
fathers; and, lastly, with data from mothers . Most of the hypothesi s 
tests were further refined by testing them not only for all adolescents 
but separately for sons and for daughters. Finall y, most of the 
hypotheses were tested by operationalizing teen sexual intentions in two 
ways: as intentions about havi ng sex before marri age, and in the next 
year. 
Hypotheses 1 and 2 stated that parents would report higher qual ity and 
frequency of sexual communication than adolescents. In Tables 6 and 7, 
for all paired 1 tests, parents' mean scores were higher than teens', 
suggesting that parents perceived higher quality communication with teens 
than teens did with parents . 
Qua 1 ity Means 
Fathers and mothers both think that their children of the opposite sex 
can come to them with questions about sex, but daughters and sons are less 
sure that they can go to their opposite-sex parent when they ha ve 
questions . In the cross-sex comparisons shown in Table 6, communication-
quality mean scores are always higher for parents than their chi l dren. 
Mothers think their daughters can come to them with questions about sex. 
Fathers and mothers apparently feel that they are understanding and caring 
Table 6 
Quality of Sexual Communication Reported by Parent and Teen Pairs 
Question Fathers-sons Fathers-daughter s 
Can go to (parent) with concerns 
or questions about sex 4.Q7 3.66 4. 22**2 . 99 
(Parent) understands me and cares 
about my feelings 4. 19 4.01 4. 25**3 . 69 
Compos ite 4.08* 3. 73 4. 20**3.18 
*l! < .05 . 
**l! < '.01. 
Mothers-sons 
4. 26**3 .62 
4.32**4 .00 
4. 28**3 .60 
Mother s-daughters 
4.47**3 .85 
4. 26 4. 12 
4.37**3 .93 
N 
0"> 
Table 7 
Frequen cy of Sexua l Communication as Reported by Parent and Teen Pairs 
Quest 10n Father s-sons Fathers - daughters 
DaU n9 .77 1.01 I. 52 1.38 
Parent thinks 1.05 .89 48** .95 
Friends think .49** .72 .65**1.55 
My Que st 10ns .95**1 16 00 .88 
Why I shouldn ' t .96 19 42 1.39 
life changes .78 .95 18 I. 31 
STDS 1.16 52 34 1.64 
Why abstain .96 12 27' I. 72 
Reproduct i on .82'*1 31 . 81* 1.15 
Media messages 1.65* 1.28 1.84 1 .60 
Deve 1 opment .82 . 82 1.08 1.36 
Pressures .63 .89 1.06 1.16 
Spouse feel . 25·* . 70 .43 . 58 
Others think . 22** . 73 .51· .82 
Total frequency . 82 1.08 1.12 1.27 
*J! < . 05 . 
**Q < . 01 . 
Mother s- sons 
I. 34 1.01 
1.52** .95 
.56" 1 73 
I. 35 1.23 
14 22 
.9 1 .91 
1.58 56 
I. 22 1.24 
. 96* 33 
2 . 13**1.31 
1.28" .86 
.87 .92 
. 26** . 68 
. 30** . 75 
1.10 1.12 
Mother s- daughters 
1.82' 1.43 
1.87"1.35 
1.01"1.67 
1.63 .... 1.07 
1. 59 1.40 
1.53 1.32 
1.55 1.58 
52 1.64 
.99 1.19 
2.17**1.61 
1.99**1.43 
1.15 1.05 
.39 . 57 
. 51** .80 
I. 41 1.30 
N 
...., 
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about the opposite-sex teens' feelings, but teens are less sure that their 
cross-sex parent s understand and care about their feelings . 
Frequency Mean s 
Contrary to Hypothesis 2, parents didn't always report more frequent 
sexual communication than adolescents, as shown in Table 7. Signifi cant 
differences occurred with similar questions for all parent-teen pairs. 
Most topics were talked about once or less in the last three months. 
There were significant differences about how often various topics were 
discussed . In fact, what teens' friends think about teenagers having sex, 
and what others might think of them having sex, were reported as being 
talked about more often by teens than parents across all pairs. Teens 
also felt they talked more often than parents about reproduction . Mothers 
fel t they tal ked more often wi th thei r teen about medi a messages and 
development. Fathers also felt they talked more often to sons about media 
messages . Sons reported talking more often to their parent than the 
parent did about how their future spouse might feel if they had been 
sexually active . Sons thought they talked more often to their parents 
about their que stions about sex. Mothers thought they talked more often 
about daughters' questions about sex. 
Figures 2-10 show cross-lagged panel correlations that were discussed 
earl ier in the Methods section. These figures show relationships over 
time between the variables that are difficult or incapable of being 
manipulated by the authors for this st udy. The vertical lines show the 
correlations between variables mea sured at the same time, and the 
horizontal lines show correlations between the same variables measured 
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Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 
January 91 Apri 1 91 January 91 April 91 
TQUALF1 TQUALF2 TQUALF1 TQUALF2 
.66 
A. -.10 -.07 
Father - . 16 - .05 -.12 
- .02 
by 
teen - .16 -.06 
INTWI LLl . 77 INTWILL2 INTNXYRI .70 
INTNXYR2 
TQUALF1 TQUALF2 TQUALF1 TQUALF2 
.58 .58 
B. -.22* -.20* 
Father -.32** -. 08 -.26** 
-.10 
by 
son - .27** -.1 5 
INTWILLl .67 INTWILL2 INTNXYRI .67 INTN XYf{2 
TQUALFI TQUALF2 
c. 
Father - .15 -.18* - .14 
-.1 1 
by 
Daughter -.20* - . 11 
INTWILLl .88 INTWILL2 INTNXYR1 .70 
INTNXYR2 
*Q. ~ .05. 
**Q. ~ .01. 
***g $ .00l. 
Figure 1.- Quality of communication--father as perceived by teen. 
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Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 
January 91 Apri 1 91 January 91 Apri 1 91 
TQUALMI TQUALM2 TQUALMI TQUALM2 
.66 .66 
A. - .14 -.15 
Mother - .13 -.21 - .14 
by 
Teen -.16 - .19 
INTWILLl . 77 INTWILL2 INTNXYRI .70 INTNXYR2 
TQUALMI TQUALM2 
.64 
B. -.14 
Mathe r - . 17 -.05 -. 21 - .06 
by 
Son -.08 
INTW ILLl .67 INTWILL2 INTNXYR2 
TQUALMI TQUALM2 TQUALMI TQUALM2 
.65 .65 
C. - .05 -. 15 
Mother - .15 - . 14 - . 14 
by 
Daughter -.19* -. 18* 
INTWILLl .88 INTWILL2 INTNXYRI .70 INTNXYR2 
*Q :5 .05. 
**Q :5 .01. 
***Q :5 .001. 
Figure 3. Quality of communication- -mother as perceived by teen. 
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Time 1 Time 2 Time I Time 2 
January 91 Apri 1 91 January 91 Apri 1 91 
TFREQI TFREQ2 TFREQI TFREQ2 
*' 
.63 
A. .01 .07 
Parent -.03 .06 . 002 .10 
by 
Teen . 01 .02 
INTWILLI . 77 INTWILL2 INTNXYRI .70 INTNXYR2 
TFREQ I TFREQ2 TFREQI TFREQ2 
.60 .60 
B. -.01 . 02 
Parent -.0009 .18* .03 .1 9* 
by 
Son .14 
INTWI LLI .67 INTWIL~2 
C. .21** 
Parent .03 .16* 
by 
Daughter -.003 
INTWILLI .88 INTWILL2 INTNXYRI .70 INTNXYR2 
*0 ::; . 05 . 
**0 ::; .01. 
***0 ::; .001. 
Figure 4. Frequency of communication- -teens' perceptions of parents . 
A. 
Teen 
by 
Father 
Time I Time 2 
January 91 ~
FQUAXLI .54 FQUAL2 
-.04 
.01 -. 01 
.01 
INTWILLI .77 INTWILL2 
B. 
Son 
by 
Father 
FQUALI FQUAL2 
X64 - .15 - . 08 .10 -.06 
INTWILLI .67 INTWILL2 
C. 
Daughter 
by 
Fat her 
FQUALI FQUAL2 
X45 . 16 . 13 .12 .09 
INTWILLI .88 INTWILL2 
*2 $ .05. 
**2 $ .01. 
***Q S; .001. 
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Time I Time 2 
January 91 Apri 1 91 
FQUALl ___ --FQUAL2 
.54 
-.03 
- . 03 .03 
-.03 
INTNXYRI_~.c.!...7!LO __ INTNXYR2 
FQ UAL 1 __ ~ __ FQUAL2 
- . 13 
-.05 
-.03 
-.07 
INTNXYRI __ -,-,.6'-!.7 ___ INTNX','R2 
FQUAL 1 __ ~ __ FQUAL2 
.21* 
.08 . 15 
.02 
INTNXYRI_~·cL7..!..1 __ INTNXYR2 
Figure 5. Quality of communication -- perceived by father. 
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Time I Time 2 Ti me I Time 2 
January 91 WJU..l January 91 Apri 1 91 
FFREQI FFREQ2 
.57 
A. .02 
Teen . 02 .1 4* 
by 
Father .03 
INTNXYRI .70 INTNX YR2 
FFREQI FFREQ2 FFREQI FFREQ2 
. 56 
B. - .009 
Son .00 .08 
by 
Father - . 03 
iNTWILLi .67 INTWILL2 
FFREQI FFREQ2 
. 74 
C. . 12 
Da ugh ter .07 .26** 
by 
Father 
*Q::; .05 . 
**Q ::; . 01 . 
***Q :$ . 001 . 
Figure 6. Frequency of communi cation--perceived by father. 
A. 
Teen 
by 
Mother 
B. 
Son 
by 
Mot her 
C. 
Da ughter 
by 
Mot her 
Time I Time 2 
January 91 ful.r.il..2l 
MQUALI MQUAL2 
.50 
.1 4 
. 14* .05 
.06 
INTWILLI .77 INTWILL2 
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Time I Time 2 
January 91 ADri 1 91 
MQUALI MQUAL2 
. 50 
. 10 
.11 - .01 
MQUALI MQUAL2 
.48 
.21* 
. 25** .09 
.12 
MQUAXLI .54 MQUAL2 
.01 
- .02 - .16 
- .06 
INTW ILLl_~.",8",-8 __ INTWILL2 INTNXYRI .71 INTNXYR2 
*Q :s . 05. 
**Q :s . 01 . 
***Q :s . 001 . 
Figure 7. Quality of commu nication -- perceived by mother. 
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Time I Time 2 Time I Time 2 
January 91 8Jlr.ilJ1 January 91 Aori 1 91 
MFREQI MFREQ2 MFREQI MFREQ2 
X .62 A. .04 -.003 Teen .05 .06 -.002 .04 by Mother .01 .02 
INTWILLl .77 INTWlLL2 INTNXYRI .70 INTNXYR2 
MFREQI MFREQ2 MFREQI MFREQ2 
X . 66 B. - . 04 - .002 Son .05 .07 .05 . 10 by Mother .05 . 10 
iNTWILLl . 67 INTWILL2 INTt>XI'Rl .67 INTtlXYR2 
MFREQ I MFREQ2 MFREQI MFREQ 2 
C. .22** 
Daughter .1 4 .02 .07 
by 
Mother .04 .03 
INTWILLl .88 INTWILL2 
*12 ~ .05. 
**12 ~ .01. 
***Q ::; .001. 
Figure 8 . Frequency of communication -- perceived by mother. 
A. 
Father 
Teen 
Ti me 1 Time 2 
January 91 ~
FTOO 
~07 
.14* ~ 
INTWILLI .77 INTWILL2 
B. 
Father 
Son 
FTOO 
~14 
.28** ~ 
INTWILLI .67 INTWILL2 
C. 
Father 
Oaughter 
noo 
~19* 
. 19* ~ 
INTWILLI .88 INTWILL2 
*Q ~ . 05. 
**Q ~ .01. 
***Q ~ .001. 
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Time 1 Time 2 
January 91 Apri 1 91 
FTOO 
~09 
.10 ~ 
INTNXYRI . 70 INTNXYR2 
FTOO 
~09 
.23* ~ 
INTNXYRI ___ ~62 ___ INTNXYR2 
FTOO 
~26** 
.19* ~ 
INTNXYRI .71 INTNXYR2 
Figure 9. Oiscrepancy - father--teen. 
A. 
Mot her 
Teen 
Time I Time 2 
January 91 ~
MTQD 
~20** 
.2 2** ~ 
INTWILLl __ ~. 7"",7 ___ INTW I LL2 
B. 
Mother 
Son 
MTQD 
~22* 
. 28** ~ 
!NTWILLl __ "-,.6",,,7 ___ INTWILL2 
C. 
Mother 
Daughter 
MTQD 
~IO 
.09 ~ 
INTWI LLl __ .""8,,,,8 __ INTWI LL2 
*ll. ::; . 05. 
**ll. ::; .01. 
***ll. ::; .001. 
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Time I Ti me 2 
January 91 Apr il 91 
MTQD 
~ 
INTNXYRI .70 INTNXYR2 
MTQD 
~19* 
.32** ~ 
INTNX~Rl .67 INTNXYR2 
MTQD 
~13 
.Il~ 
INTNXYRI .71 INTNXYR2 
Figure 10. Discrepancy - mot her--teen . 
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twice over a period of three month s. The diagonal lines show the cross-
lagged correla tion s which assess the predominant causal influences among 
the variab l es of interest in this study. 
Father Communicat ion Quality as 
Perceived by Teen 
Figure 2 shows the expected pattern for Hypothesis 3. The higher the 
Quality of sexual communication with fathe r as perceived by the teen, the 
lower a teen's intentions toward early sexua l involvement . Several 
signifi cant correlations occurred for father-by-son (as shown in Panel B) , 
showing the same magnitude acro ss both cross-lagged correlations, 
suggest ing no predominant cau sa l effect . Panel C shows that fewer fath er-
daughter correlations were statistically significant than for father- sons, 
but again the correlations were negative. 
Mother Communication Quality as 
Perceived by Teen 
Figure 3 shows the expected pattern for Hypothesis 4. In general, 
commu ni cation qual ity and teen intentions are negatively related: as 
teens' perceptions of Quality of communication with mother go up, teens ' 
sex ual intentions go down . The only stat i stically s ignifi cant 
correlations are shown in Panel C, whe re the cross-lagged correlations 
suggest the higher the intentions before marriage, the lower the Quality 
of sexual communication with mother as perceived by daughters . 
Teens' Perce ptions of Communication 
Frequency 
For Hypothesis 5, Figure 4 shows a sporadic, mostly nonsignificant 
pattern instead of the predicted negative relationships between 
commun icat ion frequency and teens' sexual intentions . There is no 
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relati onship for all teens, as shown in Panel A. When split into gender , 
sons (in Panel 8) show signif icant relations at Time 2. The cross-lagged 
co rrelations suggest that the higher the sons' intention toward early 
sexual involvement, the more often sons perceive that their parents talk 
with them about sexua l issues. Although not significant, the magnitude of 
these correlations suggests that as parents perceive sons' intentions 
going up, their frequency of communicat ion with sons increases . In Panel 
C, daughters who perceive more sexual communication with parents at Time 
1 report higher sexual intentions at Time 2. 
Quality Perceptions by Father 
For Hypothesis 6, there is no significant relationship between 
communication as perceived by fathers with all teens or with sons, as 
shown in Panels A and 8 in Figure 5. An unexpected positive relationship 
between communication quality and sexual intentions is shown for 
daughters-by-father. Thi s could be a chance result . The two predominant 
correlations in Panel C suggest that as qual ity of communication with 
daughter as perceived by father goes up, the daughter's sexual intentions 
also go up, especially for the "next year" variable. 
Frequency Perceptions by Father 
Contrary to Hypothesis 7, a positive pattern between frequency of 
sexual communication and teen sexual intentions is shown in Figure 6. the 
more often fathers perceive that (A) all teens or (C) daughters talk with 
them about sexual issues, the higher the teens' and daughters' intentions 
toward early sexual involvement at Time 2. Qnly one significant cross-
lagged relationship appeared , however. 
Quality of Commun ication as 
Perceived by Mothe r 
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In Figure 7 for Hypothesis 8, most of the correlations are 
non s ignificant or positive in stead of the expected negative pattern . The 
two s ignificant cross-lagged correlations in Panel B suggest that higher 
quality of communication with sons by mother at Time I leads to higher 
sexual intentions among sons at Time 2. 
Frequency of Communication as 
Perceived by Mother 
In Figure 8 for Hypothesis 9, no significant relationship is shown for 
all teens or sons . There is a positive pattern (Cl daughter-by-mother 
instead of the predicted negative pattern . One significant correlation 
shows that the more often mothers perceive that their daughters talk with 
them about sexual issues at Time I, the higher the daughters' intention 
toward early sexual involvement at Time 2. 
Discrepancy of Communication as 
Perceived by Father 
In Figure 9 for Hypothesis 10, the predicted pattern is evident. The 
more the discrepancy between father-son percept ions of commun i ca t ion 
quality, the more the adolescents' intention toward early sexual 
involvement . There is one significant relationship for father-teens about 
intentions before marriage , two significant relationships for father-sons 
about intentions before marriage , and four significant relationships for 
father-daughters about intentions before marriage at Time I and Time 2 and 
intentions next year at Time I and Time 2. 
Discrepancy of Communication as 
Perceived by Mother 
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In Figure 10 for Hypothes is 11, the pred i cted pattern shows mother 
correlations are higher than fathers', except the daughte r panel s. Th e 
more the di screpancy between mother-teen percept ions of communi cat i on 
qual ity , the more the adole scents' intention toward early sexual 
involvement, especially for all teens and sons. There are four 
significant correlations for all teens and sons about intentions before 
marriage and intentions next year at Time 1 and Time 2. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
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Thi s study investigated the qual ity and quantity of sexual 
communication between teens and parents in relation to the teens' sexual 
intentions . It examined perceptions about communication between parents 
and adolescents of both genders separately. This study wa s based on the 
premise that communication with parents would be related to teens' sexual 
intentions and behavior . 
Findings 
The most important finding of this study is that the closeness of the 
relationship between parents and teens is much more important than how 
often parents and teens talk about sexual topics . This result is 
consistent with Weinstein and Thornton's (1989) finding about the 
importance of closeness in the parent-ch i 1 d re 1 at i onsh i p. The present 
study had a large sample of fathers, where most studies previous included 
no fathers or a very small sample, as the Fisher (1986) study indicated. 
Olson (1985) says that parental involvement is crucial in preventing teen 
sexual activity, and data suggest that teens acquire most of their beliefs 
about wise conduct through the adolescent ye ars. He says that it has been 
widely reported that abstinent teens have better communication and 
effective relations with their parents than do those who are sexually 
act i ve. Accord i ng to 01 son (1985), the ult i mate force for good is an 
adolescent's own family, and a strong family insulates teenagers against 
many of the problems they face. 
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The teen's perception of the quality of the parent-child relationship 
does relate to the teen's sexual intentions. The quality variable in this 
study measured the extent to which daughters and sons thought they could 
go to their mom or dad with concerns or questions about sex and whether 
their parents were understanding and caring about the teen's feelings . 
Fathers' and mothers' perceptions were that their sons or daughters could 
come to them with questions about sex and that they would be understanding 
and caring about the teen's feelings . 
Sexual intentions were defined as future plans or likelihood that the 
teens will have sexual intercourse before they get married under various 
conditions. Included in sexual intentions was how likely teens thought 
that in the next year they would have sexual intercourse, how much they 
would like or disl i ke it , and if they intended to have sex. 
Quality of communication re flects the closeness of the parent-teen 
relationship and was inversely related, as hypothesized, to teens' sexual 
intentions. Quality also suggests the closeness or distance of the family 
relationship and the teen's need to be understood and cared about. 
Parents need to be more aware of how the teen feels about the relationship 
with the parent. Parents need to listen to what teens ' perceptions are 
and respect the developing identity of the teen . Parents need to become 
more aware of teens' perceptions about the qual ity of the relationship 
because discrepancies about communication are related to higher teen 
sexual intentions . Discussions between parents and teens should include 
decision making and discussions about teens who have become single 
parents. 
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Limitations 
From an extension of the findings of Moore, Peterson, and Furstenberg 
(1986), Fisher (1986) found lower sexual activity applied only to girls 
from families in which the parents had traditional attitudes. Since most 
of the parents in the present study had traditional attitudes , it is 
difficult to know how the findings would general ize to the national 
population. Further work should be done nationally by analyzing parents ' 
traditional and liberal sexual attitudes, as they mediate the relationship 
between parent-teen communication and teen sexual behavior. 
The Facts & Feelings project also involved an additional wave of data 
collection not analyzed in this st udy. More significant results might be 
obtained by analyzing the January 1991 pretest and the January 1992 
posttest. 
Discrepancy scores should have included Time 2 and not just Time 1. 
The discrepancy scores in this study relate to parent - teen differences in 
the perception of their communication quality . The perceptions of the 
daughters and sons are more important than the mothers ' and fathers' 
because it was the teens' sex ual intentions or behavior being studied . 
The actual reality of the relationship seems to matter less than how much 
qual ity the daughter or son perceives in his/her communication with 
his/her parents. 
Impl ications 
Further studies should be done with separate genders of parents and 
adolescents nationwide. More studies should concentrate on the different 
ways males and females pick up on sexual messages . Scientists are 
discovering that gender differences have as much to do with the biology of 
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the brain as with the way we are raised . Udry and Billy (1987) point out 
that the transition to sexual intercourse for white boys was most strongly 
predicted by hormonal levels and by popularity with the opposite sex. The 
norms for transition to sexual activity may be so clear for males that it 
is d iffi cult to fi nd many soc i a 1 factors that can account for the 
transition. 
For white girls, the various social controls, including parents, 
sc hool achievement, and friends' attitudes and behaviors, all play an 
important part in predicting sexual intercourse. Udry (1988) studied 
these biological and social differences between boys and girls . For each 
sex, the strongest contributor to sex ual behavior was testosterone. Boys 
have, on average, eight times as much testosterone as girls, but girls' 
socio logical variables accounted for more variance than the biological 
aspects in this study. 
The Facts & Feelings data could be used to more closely examine 
differences in how sons and daughters answered questions . Some program 
implications might be that experimental skills training could be done with 
girls' learning assertivenes s skills and boys' learning communication 
ski lls . A posttest could be given to see if boys and girls were then more 
alike. Parents could make use of these skills in their discussion with 
teens about sex. Until sex education is carefully respectful of the 
different channels of development that girls and boys navigate, it will be 
less able to make an effective, more responsible impression on young 
people. More studies should focus on the father or on ways to encourage 
more quality communication among fathers and teens . Sex education should 
also focus more on learning about intimacy and its relationship to sex. 
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Different forms of intimacy should be explored, such as parent-child, 
friendship, and sexual partners in marriage . 
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